
CANDIDATE PRESENTATION

Code Name Location Position

ATS-2-201523 Sujan ON, CANADA NetSuite Admin -
Developer

Profile
5 years experience in NetSuite work as an admin/developer. Comfortable translating business requirements into a
technical design. Knowledgeable and has hands-on experience in the different types of script such as schedule
script, client script, user event script, workflow, suitelets and restlets. Has experience in HTML, CSS, Javascript and
Ajax. Has hands-on experience in script 1.0, 2.0 and 2.1. Has experience customizing advanced PDF templates and
has experience leading a team in a customization. 3rd party integration-backline, pipeline, CELIGO and Boomi. Has
3-4 project module implementation. Has experience building a dashboard, report and documentation. Comfortable
doing the scripting. Has finance and accounting principles such as GL and financial accounting. Expert in Suite cloud,
suite builder and suit flow.

Experience &
Skills

● Experience:
○ NetSuite Administrator/ NetSuite Technical Analyst: 2 years

Developing and Troubleshooting Oracle NetSuite Functionality using SuiteScript
1.0, 2.0.
Working on New customizations using Suite cloud, Suite Builder, Suite flow in
Netsuite.
Creating custom workflows and permissions workflows according to the client
requirement.
Responsible for troubleshooting and resolving issues on Workflows, Templates,
integrations in NetSuites.
Working on creating new Advance PDF/HTML template, Dashboards, Reports, and
Saved searches on
NetSuite.
Working on creating REST API, SOAP API, Boomi and Salesforce Web
integrations.
Working on creating a new setup and maintaining the SAML Single Sign on In
NetSuite with other service providers like Okta, Microsoft Azure, ADFS.
Working on updating the application Scripts efficiency and performance.
Working on importing data from an external source to NetSuite using CSV imports
and mapping it to the
right fields in NetSuite.
Conduct research and troubleshoot NetSuite's application functionality related
issues.
Application testing and preparing test reports and maintaining the NetSuite
application performance.
Document all issues to provide them a better understating regarding the issues and
business workflows in
NetSuite application
Ensure the customer satisfaction is maintained at an acceptable level as defined in
CS metric.
Educate end-users on Netsuite new implementations and educate how to better use
the system.
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